Ransomware
in 2021
Incidents of ransomware, when attackers use malware to seal off data until a ransom
demand is met, continue to create headlines. What are tech decision-makers’ experiences of
ransomware?
In this One-Minute Insight Report, Pulse surveyed over 300 decision-makers to learn:
How many have experienced ransomware, and what the outcomes were
What makes an organization vulnerable to ransomware
Why ransomware attacks have been increasing
Data collected from June 26 - August 28, 2021

Total respondents: 331 tech decision-makers

Many have experienced ransomware in their career, though
most incidents didn’t result in payment, and data recovery
was successful in most cases

Almost three-quarters (71%) of leaders have worked in an organization that has
experienced a ransomware incident.

Have you ever worked at an organization
during a ransomware incident?

29%
No

71%
Yes

At least 12% of those ransomware incidents involved payments.

Was the ransomware paid?

63%
No

24%
Prefer not
to disclose

12%
Yes

1%
Not sure

Overall, following a ransomware breach, 54% of leaders were able to fully recover their
data. However, for those whose organization paid the ransom (n = 29), data was
recovered in full for 52%, compared to 65% for those whose organization did not pay
the ransom (n = 147).

Was the ransomed data recovered?

31%

54%

Yes, partially

Yes, in full

8%
The data was
not recovered

7%
Prefer not
to disclose

“Ransomware is emerging as one of the major threats
worldwide and it should be properly managed.”
- Director, medium-sized mining company

Leaders divided on whether ransomware payments
should be considered operating costs—but most would
only pay as a last resort
Overall, a small majority of leaders (55%) disagree that ransomware payments should be
considered an operating cost for businesses.

To what extent do you agree with the following:
“Ransomware payments should be considered an
operating cost for businesses.”

40%

36%

Agree

Disagree

19%

Strongly disagree

5%

Strongly agree

And most (55%) believe ransomware demands shouldn’t be paid unless all other
options are exhausted.

Should organizations pay ransomware demands?

2%
Yes, always

22%
Never

25%
Yes, only in certain
circumstances
(e.g., the target is an
essential service)

51%
No, except when all
other options are
exhausted

“[Ransomware] is a problem we made ourselves. Insurance
companies have made it worse by offering coverage and just
[rewarding] extortionist behavior without consequences.”
- C-suite, small-medium education company

“People are paying, so there is a market. Frankly, I’d
rather pay the penalty than pay the criminals.”
- VP, large education company

Most believe a ransomware attack is likely on their current
organization within the next year and fear business
reputational damage as a result

Overall, most leaders (57%) believe their organization is likely to be hit by a ransomware
attack in the next 12 months.
However, of those who have already experienced a ransomware attack (n = 234), 62%
believe an attack is likely, compared to 45% of those who haven’t experienced a
ransomware attack (n = 97).

How likely is it that your organization will
experience a ransomware attack in the next 12 months?

50%

Likely

37%

Unlikely

7%

6%

Very likely

Very
unlikely

As for repercussions, business reputational damage is viewed as the biggest
consequence of a successful ransomware attack, followed by the fear it could inspire
further/copycat ransomware attacks (70%) .

From an organizational viewpoint,
what do you fear are the main consequences
of a successful ransomware attack?

Business reputational
damage

83%

Successful ransomware
attacks encourage further
attacks / copycats

70%

Government sanctions
(for paying ransom)

34%

Staff redundancies to
recoup costs

28%
27%

Loss of C-Suite

1%

Other

“Ransomware attacks are getting more generic than speciﬁc:
Hackers are casting a wide net, since most organisations are
using the same third party products.”
- VP, software company

Lack of uniﬁed cybersecurity strategy the top reason given
for why orgs fall victim to ransomware—with employees
the main vulnerability

The main reason leaders think an organization falls victim to a ransomware attack is a
lack of a unified cybersecurity strategy (37%).

In your opinion, what is the single main reason an
organization falls victim to a ransomware attack?

37%

17%

Lack of unified
cybersecurity strategy

Poor risk
management
strategy

12%

8%

Cybersecurity
skills gaps

Accidental
internal
threats

21%

Technological vulnerabilities

Malicious internal threats (2%), Disgruntled ex-employees (1%),
None of these (1%), Other (1%)

Leaders point to employees as the main vulnerability points exploited by ransomware
attackers, with the top 2 vulnerabilities being employee negligence (78%) and the social
exploitation of employees (78%).

What are the main organizational vulnerabilities
that malicious attackers exploit when
engaging in a ransomware breach?

Employee negligence (weak
passwords, accidental data
exfiltration)

78%

Employee vulnerabilities to
social exploitation (phishing /
blackmail / extortion)

78%

Insufficient partner audits (not
checking security certification /
code before partnering etc.)

39%

The software
supply chain

35%

Publicly available organizational
structure (revealing who holds the
power / who can be exploited)

34%
26%

Leaky APIs

1%

Other

“Almost all the threat vectors for cyber [breaches] have
increased, spurred on by [the] COVID-19 pandemic, the
uptake of remote working, and geopolitical instability.”
- C-suite, medium-sized healthcare company

Remote work (and an insufﬁcient security stack) the main
reason ransomware is in the news—and leaders highlight
energy and healthcare industries as the top targets

As for why ransomware has been making the news more often recently, leaders believe
it’s mainly due to the fact that remote work has revealed holes in the security stack that
teams have failed to patch (54%).

Why have so many high profile ransomware
incidents been reported in the news in recent months?

54%

49%

Remote work has
revealed holes in the
security stack that
teams have been
unable to patch
sufficiently

Businesses are
putting an increased
emphasis on
digitization without
giving sufficient
resources to
cybersecurity risk
management

44%

Businesses have
been more willing to
disclose
ransomware
incidents than in the
past

42%

Businesses have
been too slow to
modernize, still
operating legacy
infrastructure that is
more vulnerable to
attack

35%

This is nothing
new, they’ve
just gained
more attention
recently

The financial incentives of ransomware are greater than the financial incentives of holding a legal
cybersecurity technical position (35%), The proliferation of cryptocurrencies makes it harder to trace
cybercriminals (34%), The proliferation of third-party SaaS has increased the surface area for attack (22%),
The deterioration of international relations has led to an increase in state-sponsored cybercrime (19%),
Other (2%), None of these (1%)

As for the industries most likely to be hit by ransomware attacks, leaders highlight
energy infrastructure (79%) and healthcare (72%).

Which industries do you fear are the
biggest target for ransomware attacks?

79%

72%

71%

59%

36%

Energy infrastructure
(E.g., power plants,
energy grids)

Healthcare
institutions

Government
institutions

Supply chain
command centers

Educational
institutions

Food processing (24%), Sport franchises/events (11%), Other (1%)

“Until cyber currencies are more regulated (or made
illegal to use for ransom payments), the rate of incidents
will only increase in the future.”
- Director, large education company
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Director

C-Suite

33%

30%

Manager

10,001+
employees

23%

23%
VP
14%

39%
5,001-10,000
employees

18%
20%

Insights powered by
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employees

1,001-5,000
employees

